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Welcome and 

Hearty Thanks

to All Participants!
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Context: Dual Mission of Government Statistical 
Agencies – 1 

A. Deliver high-quality statistical information products and 
services 

- in the form of public goods 
- to a range of stakeholders 
- on a sustainable and cost-effective basis 
- within societal and legal constraints

(including privacy protection)
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Context: Dual Mission – 2 

B. Adapt and enhance these statistical 
information products and services, 

and production and delivery thereof

within context of dynamic societal, 
technological and data environments
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Goals for This Morning - 1

Discuss differential privacy for 2020 decennial 
census data products: context defined by (A)-(B)

1. Criteria: 
Data quality – esp. accuracy, accessibility
Risk – data sources, agencies, users
Cost – many components
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Goals for This Morning - 2
2. Constraints:

- Stringent legal and regulatory environment

- Complex ecosystem of data dissemination 
& use by many intermediaries & stakeholders
(intangible capital-intensive; legacy effects) 

- “Public goods” expectations & practice
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Goals for This Morning - 3

3. Empirical results and practical interpretation

4. Next steps: Priorities and how to learn more

- Dynamic environment (social, data,
technological, methodological) 
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Speakers and Topics:
9:05-10:30: Background & Three Team Reports 
Sienkiewicz, Hawes & Leclerc – Census Bureau

Brummet, Mulrow & Wolter – NORC

Van Riper et al. – IPUMS – U. Minnesota

Asquith, Hershbein et al. – W.E. Upjohn Institute

11:00 – 12:30: Panel Discussion:
Groshen (moderator), Dwork, Gong, Hansen, Heffetz, 
Hotz, Ohm, Vadhan
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Assessing the 2020 Census Disclosure Avoidance System Using the 1940 Census
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Our Commitment to Data Stewardship

Data stewardship is central to the Census Bureau’s 
mission to produce high-quality statistics about the 
people and economy of the United States.

Our commitment to protect the privacy of our 
respondents and the confidentiality of their data is both 
a legal obligation and a core component of our 
institutional culture.
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2020CENSUS.GOV

Upholding Our Promise: 
Today and Tomorrow
We cannot merely consider privacy threats 
that exist today.

We must ensure that our disclosure 
avoidance methods are also sufficient to 
protect against the threats of tomorrow!
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The Census Bureau’s Privacy 
Protections Over Time
Throughout its history, the Census Bureau has been at the 
forefront of the design and implementation of statistical 
methods to safeguard respondent data.

Over the decades, as we have increased the number and 
detail of the data products we release, so too have we 
improved the statistical techniques we use to protect those 
data.
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Reconstructing the 2010 Census
• The 2010 Census collected information on the age, sex, 

race, ethnicity, and relationship (to householder) status 
for ~309 million individuals.  (1.9 billion confidential 
data points)

• The 2010 Census data products released over 150 billion 
statistics

• Internal Census Bureau research confirms that the 
confidential 2010 Census microdata can be accurately 
reconstructed from the publicly released tabulations
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Reconstructing the 2010 Census:
What Did We Find?
1. On the 309 million reconstructed records, census 

block and voting age (18+) were correctly 

reconstructed for all records and for all 6,207,027 

inhabited blocks.

2. Block, sex, age (in years), race (OMB 63 

categories), and ethnicity were reconstructed:
1. Exactly for 46% of the population (142 million individuals)

2. Within +/- one year for 71% of the population (219 million 

individuals)

3. Block, sex, and age were then linked to 

commercial data, which provided putative re-

identification of 45% of the population (138 

million individuals).

4. Name, block, sex, age, race, ethnicity were 

then compared to the confidential data, which 

yielded confirmed re-identifications for 38% of 

the putative re-identifications (52 million 

individuals).

5. For the confirmed re-identifications, race and 

ethnicity are learned correctly, though the 

attacker may still have uncertainty.
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The Census Bureau’s Decision
• Advances in computing power and the availability of 

external data sources make database reconstruction 
and re-identification increasingly likely.

• The Census Bureau recognized that its traditional 
disclosure avoidance methods are increasingly 
insufficient to counter these risks.

• To meet its continuing obligations to safeguard 
respondent information, the Census Bureau has 
committed to modernizing its approach to privacy 
protections.
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Traditional Disclosure Avoidance Considers Absolute
Privacy Risk

Can an individual be re-identified in the data, and can some sensitive attribute 
about them be inferred?

Evaluates risk given a particular, defined mode of attack, asking: What is the 
likelihood, at this precise moment in time, of re-identification and inferential 
disclosure by a particular type of attacker with a defined set of available 
external information?

Assessing Privacy Risk
Formal Privacy is about Relative Privacy Risk

Does not directly measure re-identification risk (which requires specification of 
an attacker model).

Instead, it defines the maximum privacy “leakage” of each release of 
information compared to some counterfactual benchmark (e.g., compared to 
a world in which a respondent does not participate, or provides incorrect 
information).
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Privacy Protection out of the Shadows
• Certain privacy practices for previous censuses 

depended upon obfuscation

• Disclosure Avoidance System (DAS) test release is the 
most transparent view into Census Bureau privacy 
practices ever

• Constructive feedback from 1940 test can benefit 
Census Bureau and external partners

• We appreciate and are excited to assess feedback 
from our external partners
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Assessing Privacy Requires an Accuracy 
Baseline
• Public census products already have privacy 

procedures applied

• Assessing DAS performance on public data confounds 
multiple privacy regimes

• In-depth analysis of accuracy and privacy from the DAS 
requires internal data

• That data is not public… but only for 72 years

• On April 2, 2012, archived internal records for the 1940 
Census became public

• IPUMS released a curated 1940 flat file as a shared testbed
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Accurate, but to Whom?
• DAS operates under interpretable formal privacy guarantees, 

given privacy loss budgets

• Accuracy properties depend upon the output metric

• Each data user will have a particular set of analyses they wish 
to be accurate

• Tuning accuracy to a given analysis can reduce accuracy for 
other analyses

• Policy makers must consider reasonable overall accuracy 
metrics for privacy tradeoff

• Knowing how overall metrics correspond to user results could 
help optimize DAS
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1940 DAS Runs Meet Specifications for 
2018 End-to-End Test
• The 1940 Census collected data on topics such as occupation, employment, and education

• The jittered 1940 data contains only the set of constructs affected by the 2018 E2E test code:

• Adding constructs would require editing publicly-available DAS source code
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Census TopDown Algorithm (TDA): 
Requirements and Properties I

25

The TDA is the principal formally private 2020 Census disclosure limitation 
algorithm under development

Inputs:
• Post-edits-and-imputation microdata records (Census Edited File 

– CEF)
• Required structural zeros & data-dependent invariants

Processing:
• Convert CEF to an equivalent histogram
• Apply DP measurements & perform mathematical optimization
• Create noisy histogram; convert back to microdata

Output: 
Return microdata (with same schema as CEF)

Example:
• Schema: Geography × Ethnicity × Race × Age × Sex × HHGQ
• This product yields a “histogram” (fully saturated contingency table)
• With shape: ≈ 10M × 2 × 63 × 116 × 2 × 43 = ≈ 10M × 1.25M
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Census TDA: Requirements and 
Properties II
Data-dependent invariants: 
Properties of true data that must hold exactly (no noise)

Current data-dependent invariants:
• State population totals
• Count of occupied GQ facilities by type by block (not population)
• Total count of housing units by block (not population)

Utility/Accuracy for pre-specified tabulations
• Full privacy + full accuracy for arbitrary uses = impossible 
• PL94-171: tabulations used for redistricting
• Demographic and Housing Characteristics File
• Principal successor to 2010 Summary File 1
• TDA creates separate Person and Housing Unit microdata sets

!-consistency: error → 0 as privacy loss $ → ∞

Transparency: source code and parameters made public
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Basic Structure of TDA
1. Split privacy-loss budget ! into 6 pieces: !"#$, !&$#$', …
2. Ignore geography, make national histogram )*+ using !"#$ budget
3. Using !&$#$' budget, make state histograms: )*,-. , )*,/. ,… , )*01.
‒Must be consistent
‒ i.e., ∑&∈&$#$'& )*&. = )*+

4. Recurse down the hierarchy
5. Invariants imposed as constraints in each optimization problem (with notable complications!)
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Benefits of TDA
• Disclosure-limitation error does not increase with 

number of contained Census blocks

• A stark contrast with naïve alternatives (e.g., District-by-
District)

• Yields increasing accuracy as number of observations 
increases

• “Borrows strength” from upper geographic levels to 
improve lower levels (for, e.g., sparsity)
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Current Status and Path Forward
• Development continues as we refine & install last TDA 

improvements

• Looking to 2020, the privacy-loss budget must be set 
as a policy (not technical) decision, after consultation 
with users and privacy experts

• Choice of invariants, too, is a pending policy decision. 
Complications to consider:

• Data-dependent invariants qualitatively weaken protections (change 
the meaning of ϵ)

• Data-dependent invariants can unpredictably make creating 
microdata intractably hard
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Standard Hierarchy of Geographic Entities
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DAS Allows the Census Bureau to Enforce 
Global Confidentiality Protections

35
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Motivation

§ Computational advances and the growing availability of data make re-
identification of respondents from federal statistical data a growing possibility

§ Differential privacy (DP) provides strong and provable privacy guarantees

§ There are a number of decisions to make in applying DP to a large statistical 
release such as the 2020 Census

§ How DP is applied (and what ! is chosen) depends on both privacy concerns 
and the effect of additional noise on the utility of data
§ These results are some of the first indication of the effect of DP in the Census on data 

utility
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Introduction

§ Using 1940 Census data, how does DP-based noise injection affect the 
usability of end data?
§ Using 4 runs of the DP algorithm, 8 values of epsilon ranging from 0.25 to 8

§ Consider three use cases:
1. Oversampling 
2. Survey frame construction for a survey of a rare population
3. Funding allocations
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Results

§ On average, the DP data is close to truth.  This is especially true for larger 
geographic areas.

§ When using DP data to oversample a “large” subgroup such as African-
Americans, the DP data performs roughly the same as the true underlying 
data.

§ When using DP data to target a survey at a relatively rare subgroup, it is 
difficult to construct an accurate sampling frame for low levels of !.

§ DP data lead to funding allocations that are correct on average, but significant 
amounts of funds can be misallocated, particularly for small geographic areas.
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Limitations

§ 1940 noise-injected data contains a limited set of variables, so there are many 
use cases not considered here
§ Family structure, homeownership, and detailed age are used in family structure research
§ More detailed funding allocation scenarios would rely on more variables 

§ Privacy budget (epsilon) will be spread over more statistics in 2020 than in 
1940
§ Both the tables and geographies will be different
§ For a given epsilon, noise in 2020 Census is likely to be greater than in 1940 Census

§ Geography in particular is much different
§ Enumeration district ~~ Census Block Group



Oversampling
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Oversampling

§ Construct a pseudo-sampling frame of ~800 enumeration districts nationwide.

§ Use Census Bureau data to divide all enumeration districts into two strata 

based on whether at least 30% of the enumeration district is African-American 

§ In the first stage sample enumeration districts from this frame:

§ Probability proportional to total population size in the low-density stratum

§ Probability proportional to twice total population size in the high-density stratum

§ In the second stage, randomly sample an equal number of individuals from 

within each selected enumeration district

§ Assuming no non-response, calculate the sample composition
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Number of Completed Surveys to Achieve 1,000 African-American 
Respondents

Notes: Graph contains of completed surveys needed to obtain a sample of 1,000 African-American individuals.  Red line represents results using true data.  
Sample is drawn by sampling enumeration districts with probability proportional to size, and sampling enumeration districts that are at least 30% African-
American at twice the rate.  Response rates across groups assumed to be constant at 100%.
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Number of Completed Surveys to Achieve 1,000 African-American 
Respondents, All Runs

Notes: Graph contains of completed surveys needed to obtain a sample of 1,000 African-American individuals.  Red line represents results using true data.  
Sample is drawn by sampling enumeration districts with probability proportional to size, and sampling enumeration districts that are at least 30% African-
American at twice the rate.  Response rates across groups assumed to be constant at 100%.
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Summary of Oversampling Results

§ On the whole, DP noise injection has little effect on the ability to oversample 
African-Americans

§ Largely driven by the fact that this is a relatively large minority group, so the 
effect of additional noise is comparatively small



Surveying a Rare Population
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Surveying a Rare Population

§ Suppose we want to survey adult American Indian-Alaskan Native (AIAN) 
individuals
§ We construct a sample frame and then screen individuals to find an adult AIAN sample

§ Restrict to only enumeration districts with greater than 0 AIAN population

§ Divide the sample into two strata based on if the enumeration district has least 
30% AIAN 
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Surveying a Rare Population

§ Sample enumeration districts:
§ Probability proportional to size of the adult AIAN population in the low-density stratum
§ Probability proportional to 5 times the size of the adult AIAN population in the high-density 

stratum

§ After enumeration districts have been sampled, screen an equal number of 
individuals from each enumeration district in order to obtain an adult AIAN 
sample

§ Assuming perfect response to the screening operation, how many screeners 
are needed to obtain a 1,000 person adult AIAN sample?
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Number of Screeners to Obtain 1,000 Person Sample

Notes:  Graph displays the number of screeners to obtain a 1,000 person adult AIAN sample.  Red line displays the results using true data.  Enumeration 
districts are sampled with probability proportional to size of the adult AIAN population, and sampling enumeration districts with at least 30% AIAN adults 
at five times the rates.  We assume that all AIAN individuals agree to participate.  
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Number of Screeners to Obtain 1,000 Person Sample, All Runs

Notes:  Graph displays the number of screeners to obtain a 1,000 person adult AIAN sample.  Red line displays the results using true data.  Enumeration 
districts are sampled with probability proportional to size of the adult AIAN population, and sampling enumeration districts with at least 30% AIAN adults 
at five times the rates.  We assume that all AIAN individuals agree to participate.  
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Comparison of True and DP Data -- <30% AIAN Stratum

! = .25 ! = 8
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Comparison of True and DP Data -- >=30% AIAN Stratum

! = .25 ! = 8
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Surveying a Rare Population

§ Effect on number of screeners is modest for large values of epsilon
§ Expected increase in survey costs is on the order of 1-2% for ! > 1

§ Why is this?
§ We only consider areas with >0 adult AIAN population for sampling
§ DP noise injection leads to many enumeration districts that originally contained adult AIAN 

individuals to appear to have 0 adult AIAN population

§ How much of the adult AIAN population is missing in the sampling frame?
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Fraction of Adult AIAN Population Covered in the Sample Frame

Notes:  Graphs contains the percent of the adult AIAN population in the true data that resides in an enumeration district with >0 AIAN adult individuals in 
the noise injected data. Enumeration districts are sampled with probability proportional to size of the adult AIAN population, and sampling enumeration 
districts with at least 30% AIAN adults at five times the rates.  
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Surveying the Adult AIAN Population:  Summary of Results

§ While the effects of noise injection on the efficiency of survey operations for 

our hypothetical adult AIAN survey are relatively minor, low values of ! lead to 

significant lack of coverage of the sampling frame

§ This is always an issue with oversampling designs, but the effect is greatly 

exacerbated by DP noise 

§ With an ! of 0.25, roughly 30% of the AIAN adult population will not appear in the sampling 

frame

§ Constructing a “0%” strata for sampling would be prohibitively expensive

§ Results are robust to changes in the oversampling design or restricting to 

enumeration districts of at least 100 people
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Funding Allocations

§ Assume a budget of $5 billion to be allocated nationwide proportional to the 
number of individuals <18 years old (roughly $125/child)

§ What is the distribution of misallocated funds across enumeration districts and 
counties?

§ Caveat: Enumeration districts may not reflect current geographic entities that 
receive funding allocations
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Distribution of Misallocation across Enumeration Districts

Enumeration Districts
10th Percentile 90th Percentile

! = .25 -45.75% 44.66%
! = .50 -23.18% 24.63%
! = .75 -15.81% 17.04%
! = 1 -12.10% 13.56%
! = 2 -6.54% 7.33%
! = 4 -3.77% 4.25%
! = 6 -2.82% 3.16%
! = 8 -2.80% 3.10%

Notes: Figures in cells represent percentage per child misallocation (funding using DP data – funding using true data) at the 
10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Overall per child funding ≈$125; numbers reflect run 1, but are stable across runs.
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Enumeration District Funding Differences

! = .25

! =4

! = 1

! = 8
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Distribution of Misallocation across Counties

Counties
10th Percentile 90th Percentile

! = .25 -2.63% 2.47%
! = .50 -1.75% 1.36%
! = .75 -1.53% 1.01%
! = 1 -1.37% 0.86%
! = 2 -1.15% 0.62%
! = 4 -1.03% 0.49%
! = 6 -1.03% 0.46%
! = 8 -1.03% 0.50%

Notes: Figures in cells represent percentage per child misallocation of funds (funding using DP data – funding using true data)
at the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Overall per child funding ≈$125; numbers reflect run 1, but are stable across 
runs.
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Funding Allocation:  Summary of Results

§ With low values of !, per-child funding to enumeration districts would be 
severely misallocated

§ With high values of !, misallocation is much more minimal

§ For counties, the misallocation is minimal across all values of !.

§ Even these minimal misallocations could potentially be large enough to raise 
concerns in practice



Conclusion
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The role of privacy

§ Decision of ! depends on both data utility as well as privacy concerns

§ One question:  how much harm would be inflicted by disclosing 
characteristics?
§ For Census 2020, disclosure of much of the underlying data (age, race, sex, 

homeownership) would pose little harm to respondents 
§ Other information such as a citizenship special tabulation could be extremely sensitive

§ The benefits of Census data are immense:
§ Redistricting
§ Funding allocations
§ Emergency Management
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Conclusion

§ For larger groups and geographic areas, DP data perform very similarly to the 
true data before noise injection

§ For rare subpopulations, there is some cause for concern:
§ For low values of !, DP data can prevent surveys from covering the entire population
§ DP data will lead to misallocation of funds, especially for small geographic areas

§ The choice of ! and other implementation details of any DP algorithm require a 
careful analysis of the tradeoff between privacy and utility
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Thank You!
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Literature review
• Google Scholar indexes approximately 7,000

citations published from 2018-present 
containing the phrase “residential 
segregation”
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Key takeaways
• Significance of ε allocation
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Key takeaways
• Significance of ε allocation
• Racially homogeneous geographic units most 

affected
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Data
• Differentially private data
– DAS
– Geolvl
– Query

• Ground truth data
– IPUMS
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DAS
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

Privacy Loss Budget (ε)
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DAS Geolvl
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

1.0

Privacy Loss Budget (ε)
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DAS Geolvl Query
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

1.0 1.0

Privacy Loss Budget (ε)
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DAS Geolvl Query
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

1.0 1.0

Privacy Loss Budget (ε)
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DAS
Nation 0.25
State 0.25
County 0.25
Enumeration district 0.25

Geographic level allocation
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DAS Geolvl*
Nation 0.25 0.85
State 0.25 0.05
County 0.25 0.05
Enumeration district 0.25 0.05

Geographic level allocation
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DAS Geolvl Query
Nation 0.25 0.85 0.25
State 0.25 0.05 0.25
County 0.25 0.05 0.25
Enumeration district 0.25 0.05 0.25

Geographic level allocation
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DAS
Voting age – Hispanic – Race 0.675
Household – Group quarters 0.225
Detailed 0.1

Query allocation
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DAS Geolvl
Voting age – Hispanic – Race 0.675 0.675
Household – Group quarters 0.225 0.225
Detailed 0.1 0.1

Query allocation
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DAS Geolvl Query*
Voting age – Hispanic – Race 0.675 0.675 0.9
Household – Group quarters 0.225 0.225 0.05
Detailed 0.1 0.1 0.05

Query allocation



Segregation metrics
• Index of Dissimilarity (D)
• Isolation (B)
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Index of dissimilarity (D)
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Isolation (B)
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EPSILON ALLOCATION AND BIAS
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COUNTY VARIATION ACROSS ALLOCATIONS
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Conclusion
• Significance of ε allocation
• Racially homogeneous geographic units most 

affected
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Introduction
• What does differential privacy (DP) applied to Census data mean, in 

practical terms, for social science researchers?

• Care about accuracy of tabular data (today’s talk) but really care about 
microdata
o Tabular or aggregate data considers predefined marginal distributions of 

variables
o Microdata, individual records, allows estimation of any joint or conditional

relationship of researchers’ choosing (e.g., regressions, ML prediction 
applications)

• DP application to microdata not yet finalized, but what can we learn 
about data accuracy, as opposed to privacy, from DP application to 
complete 100% count 1940 Census?
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Literature and Methodology

• Census’s TopDown differential privacy algorithm draws on 

Dwork et al. (2006)

• But Census has two constraints beyond “textbook” DP 

(Abowd et al. 2019):

oFuzzified microdata must be consistent with public datasets

oSome data cannot be perturbed (like state-level pop counts)

• The algorithm works chiefly by perturbing microdata 

entries, with the degree of perturbation (“fuzzification”) 

determined by one parameter: !. 
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Literature and Methodology, cont’d
• !-differential privacy reflects that if there are two datasets, "# and "$, 

with at most one differing entry, then for a randomization algorithm 
%:"' → Ɣ and for all measurable subsets * ∈ Ɣ (Tu 2013):

Pr[%("#) ∈ *]
Pr[%("$) ∈ *]

≤ 34

• Since lower ! means more privacy but also more underlying 
perturbation, there are concerns about practical research implications.
o Ruggles et al. (2019) argue that DP is not appropriate for ACS microdata, 

because it is a 1% sample with substantial privacy protections already
o Reiter (2019) points out that since the data are synthetic, they will poorly 

capture any relationships not purposefully programmed into the algorithm
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A Simple Data Exercise…
• We compare IPUMS versions of the 100% 1940 Census (microdata-

based) to synthetic DP versions created by the Census Bureau (and to 
NHGIS “official” aggregate counts)
o DP versions use three values of epsilon: 0.25, 1.0, 8.0

• We focus on two measures permitted by all data sources:
o Population counts, including by race
o A common measure of segregation: the dissimilarity index (Nieperala and 

Denton, 2017)

• We are especially interested in differences for small units of 
geography, such as counties and enumeration districts (roughly 
equivalent to today’s tracts)
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Population: IPUMS v. NHGIS
• We first note that IPUMS 1940 100% file does not accord with 

“official” county population totals from NHGIS
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Population: IPUMS v. NHGIS
• We first note that IPUMS 1940 100% file does not accord with 

“official” county population totals from NHGIS

• Total population is higher in IPUMS in several counties, though 
generally not alarmingly so

• Counts by race are another story; relative to NHGIS, IPUMS has:
o More whites in South, fewer in Southwest and Mountain states
o Fewer blacks in most regions

oà More “other” races in West

• Data are not perfect, but DP applied to microdata, not aggregate tabs, 
so comparison with IPUMS is more interesting exercise
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Population: IPUMS v. DP
• Compare log population difference of counties across epsilon values, 

for total pop, whites, blacks
o First for all counties, then for those with above-median pop (18,000)
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Mean SD p1 p50 p99

Total: e=0.25 -0.0022 0.0285 -0.0661 -0.0001 0.0375

Total: e=1.0 -0.0007 0.0094 -0.0195 -0.0001 0.0099

Total: e=8.0 -0.0001 0.0029 -0.0027 0.0000 0.0015

White: e=0.25 0.0011 0.0374 -0.0451 0.0002 0.0549

White: e=1.0 0.0009 0.0213 -0.0105 0.0002 0.0167

White: e=8.0 0.0004 0.0049 -0.0021 0.0001 0.0104

Black: e=0.25 -0.1620 0.8940 -3.8430 -0.0002 2.0788

Black: e=1.0 -0.0878 0.6293 -2.8090 0.0000 1.6548

Black: e=8.0 -0.0337 0.3348 -1.3860 0.0000 0.7168

Distribution of County Log Pop Differences: IPUMS v. DP
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Population: IPUMS v. DP
• Compare log population difference of counties across epsilon values, 

for total pop, whites, blacks
o First for all counties, then for those with above-median pop (18,000)

• As expected, deviations are greater when epsilon is lower
o For whites, share of counties with difference £ 1% falls from 98.7% (e=8) to 

80.8% (e=0.25)

• But black counts can still be wildly off (when non-zero)
o Share of counties with differences £ 1% falls from 66.1% (e=8) to 25.4% 

(e=0.25) 
o 74.6% and 34.7% among above-median pop counties; 94.6% and 41.8% in 

above-median black pop counties; 86.4% and 40.5% in South
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Dissimilarity Index

• DI measures how evenly two groups (whites and blacks, in this case) are 
distributed across component areas i that constitute a larger area

• Easy to interpret: provides fraction of group that would need to move from i
to match distribution of larger area

• In our application, the areas i correspond to enumeration districts (EDs) and 
the larger area is a county

• wi and bi are the non-black and black population in EDi, N is the number of 
EDs in a given county, and W and B are the white and black population in the 
county
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Dissimilarity Index, cont’d

• DI is a widely used, if imperfect, measure for residential segregation

• However, the index can be very sensitive to small changes in the tails
o Particularly, measurement error in low-population counties can cause 

upward bias in DI (Napierala and Denton 2017).

• Key problem is that DI treats 0/0=1; if an all-white (all-black) county 
has 1 black (white) person move in, the index flips from 0 to almost 1. 
o Similarly, in a perfectly segregated county, mis-reporting even one black 

(white) person in an ED without any blacks (whites) in IPUMS can cause 
the index to be biased downwards.
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IPUMS versus DP Across All Counties
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IPUMS versus DP in Below-Median Pop Counties
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IPUMS versus DP in Above-Median Pop Counties
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All Counties Below Med Pop Above Med Pop Fr. Slave States

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

IPUMS 0.5300 0.2989 0.5234 0.3106 0.5647 0.2710 0.4496 0.2070

DP: e=0.25 0.5116 0.3328 0.4905 0.3414 0.5304 0.3140 0.4721 0.2112

DP: e=1.0 0.5351 0.2999 0.5357 0.3130 0.5476 0.2758 0.4528 0.1952

DP: e=8.0 0.5523 0.2766 0.5623 0.2822 0.5690 0.2465 0.4570 0.1962

Distribution of County DI: IPUMS v. DP

NOTE: These numbers represent the simple average across counties (not weighted by 
population). The DP means and SDs are averaged across four different runs generated 
from different seeds.
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Dissimilarity Differences: IPUMS v. DP, all counties
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DI Diffs: IPUMS v. DP, counties w/ 10K+ pop
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DI Diffs: IPUMS v. DP, counties w/ 18K+ (median) pop
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DI Diffs: IPUMS v. DP, counties w/ 40K+ (mean) pop
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DI Diffs: IPUMS v. DP, The South



Conclusion
• Effects of DP on Census data are still not well understood

o Although total population counts tend to converge to IPUMS 100% as e®¥, 
this is less true for black population, especially when it’s small

o Commonly used measures of segregation (DI) can be very sensitive to DP, 
and in ways that do not relate monotonically with e

o Problems generally worse in smaller, more rural areas

• Our data exercise just looked at 1940 Census and race, but problem 
could also occur in more recent data and for other measures of 
interest, such as income, education, and age 
• More generally, statistics that are especially sensitive to measurement 

error may become entirely impractical with data that have had DP 
applied
o Even with robust measures, study of small/rural areas may become harder
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